Mutation mining: automated extraction of mutation data
from scientific publications.
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Introduction
Extraction of mutagenesis data is a slow and laborious process,
thus manual revision of publications may be not only inconvenient,
but also lead to mistakes and oversights. However, automated
selection needs careful revision, since mutations are recorded in
diversified manner, and often include data about multiple targets.
The existing applications require manually created mutation
database,[1] and do not provide thorough publication investigation.
Creation of an accessible and reliable mutation mining software,
would become an asset in gathering data and database
construction. In this research we present a homemade tool
handling the extraction of mutagenetic data from text – MutMiner.

...mutation that occurs within the regulator of
chromosome condensation 1 (RCC1)-like region of the
protein. Specifically, the R650C substitution is located
within a G[QRC]LG repeat motif of the predicted seven
bladed beta-propeller structure of the RCC1 domain.
The rat Nek8 gene is located in a region syntenic to
portions of human...

About
MutMiner is a metaserver designed for acquisition of mutagenesis
data from user-supplied PDF files. It utilizes UniProt[2] and
HyperCLDB[3] data to cross-check extracted mutations with
coresponding protein sequence. Advanced search engine enables
to yield the data about multiple targets, being convenient tools for
processing reviews on mutagenesis.
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The algorithm

...

The Mutation Miner decrypts submitted PDF file to plain text,
retains protein sequence and processes it by means of regular
expressions to single out point mutations. In parallel it performs
text scanning to recover occuring organisms or proteins, and
consults the findings with UniProt2 and HyperCLDB3 databases.

- Organisms
Scoring matrix

The results are then processed through scoring matrix, sorted by
their reliability and displayed in a form of protein list with
matching mutations.
In order to customize the search and reduce the computational
time, input of protein's UniProt ID, Accession Number or Gene
Name is strongly recommended. Merely Organism Name is
sufficient to perform viable analysis, however in such case
search would be narrowed to proteins only. Time consumption
may be significantly decreased when scanning is reduced to
definite mutation, but obtained data need to be validated
manually.
Obtained data is stored in an internal database, so submission of
a publication that was already processed, results in an instant
data retrieval. Its mining in search of specific mutation is
possible, although the database shall grow with the metaserver
usage.

Accessing MutMiner
The Mutation Miner is available alongside MutCheck tool at:
anatema.if-pan.krakow.pl.
The software is still in the testing phase, and there are a few
options and methods that need to be implemented and optimized.
Users are welcome to submit searches, since it would help to
expand the mutations database, and optimize the software.
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Report
Protein ID | Confirmed mutations | Confirmed mutations/Total mutations | Reliability
1471-2164-13-393
10.1186/1471-2164-13-393
All found mutations:
R650C ; A497P ; G540E ; H425Y ; G448V
Main protein found:
NEK8_MOUSE | G448; R650 | 0.4 | 90.0%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------NEK8_HUMAN | H425; A497 | 0.4 | 86.0%
PKHD1_HUMAN | G448; A497; R650 | 0.6 | 35.0%
ALPK1_MOUSE | G448 | 0.2 | 10.0%
ALPK2_MOUSE | A497 | 0.2 | 10.0%
PKD2_MOUSE | G448 | 0.2 | 8.0%
Scheme 1. MutMiner workflow.
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